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ABSTRACT .

ET77attheBrookhavenAGS haspublishedafinalbranchingratiolimit:.,_,_.. :....,,-:,,.
_. 1040 ............ !_

for the lepton family violating decay K+ _+tt+e" of 2.1 x (90% :_:i i:
• C.L.). New results based on approximately500 events of the G.I.M. sup-

... . . .: , !_!pressed decay K+ x+e+e "have yielded a branchingratioof (2.75 ± 0.23 _:'-"
+ 0.13) x 10_ assuming a vector interaction with, a form factor = 0.105
+ 0.035 :_ 0.015. The branchingratio times decay probability for K° --
_+X °, Xe -. e+e" was found to be less than 1.5 x 104 (99% C.L,) in the
e+e"invariantmass range of 150 to 340 MeV/c. An approved second gen-
eration experiment sensitive to K+ -. _+tt+e"at the 10"nlevel is discus.u_.

In additionto achieving a new upperbound on the forbidden decay K+-.x+tt*e"
and a branching ratio limit of 4.5 x 10"7for the decay process K+ -- _+A° where AOis
any short lived neutral particle of mass less than 100 MeV/c2 decaying into e+e" with
lifetime shorter than 10"t3sec,2 E777 has analyzed more than 500 K+ -"x+e+e "decays,
which be.L-lga flavor changing neutral CtLrre_transitionis rare decay, highly suppressed
•in the standardmodel. Although the litexature indicates no experimental data beyond a
first branching ratio measurementof (2.7 + 0.5) x 10"7based on 41 events,s there have
been a numberof calctflationsof the branchingratio and thee+e"invariantmass speca_m 4
w_h have remained untested due to the paucity of experimental data. Once the
parameters d_bing this decay are determined it becomes possible to predict some
propertiesofthe decay K°s --_°e+e'.

The apparatushas been described in detail in _he literature._ Figure 1 shows a
band of K,, eventsabove the x° mass. The low mass region is dominated by I_2
followed by Dalitz decays, K+ - x+x e, _o .. e+e-y which has a branchingratioof 2.5 x
10-2. In Fig. 2a, the M,,, spectrum of events with M,, above 150 MeV/c2 is presented
with a Monte Carlo simulation of the dataadded to an estimated background indical_
by the shaded region. "I'neestimated background was obtained from the distributionof
events within the M_ signal region or 470 MeV/c2 < M_ < 512 MeV/c2, whose t_-
constructed K+ traject_es do not originate at the production target. The M,, spectrum
ofeventsin the signal regionwithM.. > 1"50MeV/c 2 is di_layedinFig.2b withour
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• simulation of this signal super-

imposed. The X2 per degree offreedom for the fit was 1.1. The
" " simulation used the acceptanceof our

_.',o apparatus and the decay spectrum
• - .-- .... -- .- -~ calculated for a vector interaction

"_ • " " "'_" • 3"" • . _7:a"'_._o "" - _ " neglecting terms of order (M;fM.)2;• ... -_:._ :.... . "-

[ -..--,'. ,..4 (1.0 .
2OO._ ..:'.." ".: -., _ . .] dF/dM. ----. . :_-.- .- .._ - M2.)2 where C is a normalization

-...-..-,--_--,.- ::,-l• " • """ • -'- - constant, p,, is the pion momentum
_ in the K+ center of mass frame and k

._ is a parameter determining the M_dependence of the form factor for the
decay. The simulation was fitted to

9_oo 3oo 4qo coo 6oo 7o_our data by performing a X2
Ml_e(MeV/ct ) '" minimization with respect to the

Fig. 1. Scatter plot of the e*e"invariant mare, MI,, vs branching ratio, B.R., and k, with
x.e*e"invariantmass,Mm, for _eeted evmtswithlt the overall normalization given by
_*,e+, ande"in thefinalstate. Thenumberof events the Dalitz decays which are well
with M. less than 130 MeV/oa is sealed down by 140. understood and whose distribution

is well fitted by our Monte Carlo simulation. Normalizing to the Dalitz decays eliminates
most effects arising from uncertainties in det_tor acceptance and efficiencies. The result
of this procedure is given in Fig. 3 where contours of branching ratio vs k are shown for
intervals of g2,_, + n. The resultantvalues for the branching ratio and ), are B.R. =
(2.75 4- 0.23 4- 0.13) x 10"_and k - 0.105 4- 0.035 4- 0.015). The first uncertainties
are statistical and represent the 1o contours. The second axe systematic arising from
uncertainties in detector effieiencies, acceptance and the uncertainty in branching ratio
times decay probability for Dalitz decays added in quadrature.

It is also useful to fit our data to the parameterization of Ecker, Pith, and de

RaphaeP based on a model employing a chiral Lagrangian. Incorporatingour results into
their parameterization leads to the prediction of 4.5 x l0 "t° as an upper limit on the
branching ratio for K.e -" xOe+e"which in turn implies a branching ratio of less than 1.6
x 10"t2 for KL*" x°e+e" if the decay were to proceed only through the CP violating part
of the K°-K° mass matrix.

We have also searched our data for evidence of a decay K+ -- n+X°, followed by
X° -. e+e-. The result of this analysis is an upper limit on the branching ratio times decay
probability of 1.5 x 104 (99% C.L.) over an X° mass range of 150 to 340 MeV/e2.

E865 is the successor to ETr'/, with the primarygoal of pushing the sensitivity of
the search for K+ -. x+p+e" to the 3 x 10 42 level. As in E777 we expect to acquire a
large sample of K+ -"x+e+e "decays, accumulating some 50,000 in this ease. In addition
we plan to search for CP violation in the charged kaon sector by searching for asym-
mettles in Kt -"x± x±x" decays. The anticipated factorofT0 improvementin sensitivity
over E777 arises from several enhancements based upon the experience gained in the
earlier experiment.
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M,. < 512) M©VI8. Solid lineis the resuRofthoMoaxo Carto Calcmlafi_with k. 0.I05.

4 f.".... ,...._,...}._....,._ ...... ,,,..,:
. ' , Although it is easy to propose

_ improvements to a future experiment, our

. - • ' ' _xperieac¢ in E777, where we became all
_-_ - too familial with the problems inherent in

o making precision measurements in a difficult_ environment, gives us confiJeac¢ that we
z° now understand how to deal with them while
_.z_ retaining those features that produced the

su_ of E777.
I2

i Fig..3. K+xee branching ratio vs. _. for _t

_O .... _' .... ota"" "o._'.... us'.... 4m'"" " ''oa4' valuesofX=equalto X_=_+ a, with n as
indicated, for a decay hypothesis described in the text.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service.by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise dots not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the

United States Government or any agency thereof.






